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See Genesis 1:1 

 What does the Bible say happened ‘in the beginning’? – Matthew 19:4; Mark 10:6; 2 
Peter 3:4; Romans 1:20; 2 Peter 3:4 

 Would we expect ‘the beginning’ to be longer than the rest of time measured? Why 
would ‘the beginning’ of the story be infinitely longer than ‘the rest of the story’? – 2 
Samuel 21:9 

See Genesis 1:1-2  Does the absence in the text of any explicit mention of a time gap between Genesis 1:1 
and 1:2 prevent that possibility? - Luke 8:26-39; Matthew 8:28-34; Luke 8:40-56; 
Matthew 9:18-26; Mark 5:22-43 

 What does the activity of the Spirit at the beginning of Genesis say about how things 
transpired? - Isaiah 45:18; Hebrews 11:3 

 Is there a problem with death before the Fall? – Romans 5:12; 6:23; 1 Corinthians 15:26 
See Genesis 1:3 

 Does the refrain ‘said’ and ‘there was’ imply an instantaneous creation not an 
evolutionary process? - Psalm 148:5  Could there be light before the sun? There is light without the sun at the end, so why not 
at the beginning? – Revelation 21:23; 22:5 

See Genesis 1:4-5  Does the refrain ‘there was evening and there was morning’ imply a time frame similar to 
what we experience? – Genesis 5:1-5; Exodus 20:8-11; Exodus 31:15-17 

 Why not say simply ‘day one’ without the refrain if it wasn’t a day like we know or if 
you are only using days to frame a story? 

See Genesis 1:6-8  Does ‘God said’ and ‘it was so’ imply a short supernatural process? a brief time frame 
not an evolutionary process? 

See Genesis 1:9-10  Does the refrain ‘was good’ imply an instant completion not an evolutionary process? 
See Genesis 1:11-13  Does the refrain ‘after their kind’ allow for macroevolution? 
See Genesis 1:14-19  Could the creation of the sun and moon and stars on the fourth day be intended to 

preclude the worship of the heavenly bodies as if everything had its source in them? 
See Genesis 1:20-23  Isn’t it clear that birds did not evolve from reptiles according to this description?  Doesn’t the refrain ‘it was good’ imply that there were no evolutionary transitional forms 

that were not good? – 1 Timothy 4:4 
See Genesis 1:24-25  Doesn’t ‘let the earth forth living creatures’ seem to preclude the idea that animals came 

from fish or birds? 



See Genesis 1:26-31  Does ‘beast of the earth’ require carnivorous animals before the Fall?  Does man made in the ‘image of God’ preclude man made in the image of apes or prior 
life forms?  At what point does a hominid become a man made in the image of God? What are 
hominids if they aren’t men made in the image of God?  It seems the creation of man was the purpose of the creation of everything else (‘rule 
over’) so why would the creation exist for billions of years without man?   What would be the purpose of long periods of time without man? - Colossians 1:15-16; 
Romans 8:29; Revelation 22:13 

See Genesis 2:1-3  Does the fact that ‘evening and morning’ is not mentioned in reference to the seventh day 
that it was a day that never ended? Does silence require that? 

See Genesis 2:4-6  Does the fact that certain plants and vegetation had not grown at some point mean that 
nothing had grown?  Does the mention of ‘no rain’ require the idea that God was using only natural processes 
at speeds with which we are familiar? 

See Genesis 2:7  Does ‘formed man of dust’ allow for ‘formed man from transitional evolutionary forms’? 
- 1 Corinthians 15:45-49; Acts 17:24-28  Is God accommodating himself to prescientific people or stating a literal fact? 

See Genesis 2:8-9  Does ‘planted’ require natural processes over time? Could ‘the LORD God caused to 
grow’ include supernatural and instantaneous creation?  Doesn’t the presence of the ‘tree of life’ and the ‘tree of the knowledge of good and evil’ 
require supernatural intervention and not simply natural processes? What natural process 
would that involve? 

See Genesis 2:10-20  Does the text say that Adam was lonely and had been lonely over a long span of time?  Does the order in chapter 2 contradict the order in chapter 1?  Would the naming of the animals necessarily have taken a long time? Could this have 
had some other supernatural element in it that makes the time issue a non-issue? 

See Genesis 2:21-25  Are we to think that man evolved from previous life forms but Eve was created out of 
Adam or did Eve evolve from Adam? - 1 Corinthians 11:7-9  What is the implication of a figurative Adam sleeping for millions of years until Eve 
evolves out of him? Shouldn’t the evolution of Eve mean the demise of Adam? What 
about Eve being called the ‘mother of all living’? – Genesis 3:20 

 Was God deceiving Eve because Adam wasn’t as old as he looked? If we would allow for 
the instantaneous creation of a mature Adam and Eve, why would we think that the 
instantaneous creation of the rest of creation would be unthinkable? 

 Should we think the New Creation will also take billions of years? - 2 Peter 3:10-13; 
Revelation 21-22 
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Is the Bible God’s Word or man’s word? 
 
Is Genesis 1 ‘poetic history’ or ‘historical poetry’? 
 
Is this issue like the Copernican revolution? 
 

This is not like the Copernican revolution because this isn’t a matter of 
phenomenological language but of poetic history (not historical poetry). 

 
See Genesis 1:1 
 

God created (1) every thing there is, seen and unseen, not some things (2) out of nothing, 
not out of something that pre-existed (3) in the beginning, not over the span of billions of 
years. 
 
‘In the beginning’ God created ‘the heavens and the earth’(in an unfinished state) and 
after six days He ‘completed’ them so that they were not ‘formless and void.’ 

 
 What does the Bible say happened ‘in the beginning’? – Matthew 19:4; Mark 10:6; 2 

Peter 3:4; Romans 1:20; 2 Peter 3:4 
 

 Would we expect ‘the beginning’ to be longer than the rest of time measured? Why 
would ‘the beginning’ of the story be infinitely longer than ‘the rest of the story’? – 2 
Samuel 21:9 

 
‘I recently came across an extended quote from Denis Alexander’s book Creation or Evolution: 
Do We Have to Choose? In this excerpt he helps readers understand the incredible amount of 
time encompassed by an evolutionary framework. But the deeper he goes into his argument, the 
farther he seems to go from the centrality of man in God’s plan for creation. Here is what 
he says: 
 
“One useful way to envisage history as viewed through the lens of evolution is to imagine the 
whole 4.6 billion year history of the earth as being crammed into a single day. 
 
If we had a bird’s-eye view of the whole day, what would we see the Creator do, starting our 24-
hour clock at zero and imagining that midnight is the present moment in time? Simple forms of 
life would already be appearing by 2.40 a.m. with single-celled organisms (prokaryotes) 
flourishing by around 5.20 a.m. The great oceans of the world start to change colour as 
cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) spread cross the planet. At the same time the genetic code 
becomes established that will dominate the generation of biological diversity for the remainder 
of the day. 



After this early-morning start, there would then be quite a long wait until single-celled organisms 
containing nuclei (eukaryotes) become visible around lunchtime. A further seven hours pass 
before multicellular organisms (living things with more than one cell) start appearing in the sea 
by 8.15 p.m. About half an hour later the planet changes colour as cyanobacteria and green algae 
invade the land. 
 
From then on the biological pace picks up and there is a busy evening of observation ahead. The 
Cambrian explosion starts at 9.10 p.m. and in an amazing three minutes an immense diversity of 
phyla appear, each with a distinctive body plan, with many of the anatomical features introduced 
continuing in many of the phyla right up to midnight. Twenty minutes later plants start appearing 
on land for the first time, followed very soon afterwards by the earliest land animals.  
 
At 9.58 p.m. this is followed by the mass extinctions of the Devonian period. 
 
At 10.11 p.m. reptiles start roaming the land, followed half an hour later by the mass extinctions 
that mark the end of the Palaeozoic period. 
 
By 10.50 p.m. the earliest mammals and dinosaurs are appearing, but five minutes later there is 
further mass extinction at the start of the Jurassic period. 
 
By 11.15 p.m. archaeopteryx are flapping around and within minutes the sky begins to fill with 
birds. Another mass extinction occurs at 11.39 p.m. in which the dinosaurs are wiped out. 
Just two minutes before midnight hominids start to appear, and a mere three seconds before 
midnight anatomically modern humans make their entry onto the scene, the whole of recorded 
human history until now being compressed into less than one-fifth of the second before 
midnight, the mere blink of a human eyelid.” 
 
‘This is a helpful illustration for the time and scope of evolution. Alexander wishes to draw our 
attention to the marvel of the universe and the incredible span of time it encompasses when 
viewed through an evolutionary framework—even an evolutionary framework that admits the 
presence and power of God. The illustration is helpful and necessary because just as we have 
difficulty understanding the vastness of billions of dollars we have trouble understanding the 
vastness of billions of years. The numbers are so big that they beg explanation. 
 
‘Yet what stands out to me in this illustration is what I consider a serious incompatibility 
between the biblical account of creation and the evolutionary account (or, for that, any account 
that demands an ancient universe). What I cannot reconcile with my understanding of the biblical 
account of creation is that man appears only at the very, very end of it all. In this twenty-four 
hour day, Adam or an Adam-like figure appears just one-fifth of one second before the stroke of 
midnight. The day has very nearly elapsed and then, at that final moment, man appears. This split 
second encompasses all of human history from its earliest beginnings to the lives of Moses and 
Jesus and you and me. This means that the majority of history is man-less; almost every bit of 
the world’s history is devoid of humanity. In this understanding of our origins, the history of the 
universe is not the history of mankind. It is the history of nothing and no one with man’s fleeting 
role encompassing a fraction of a moment. 
 



‘Yet the biblical account seems to move crisply and purposefully to the creation of man. There is 
no indication in the text that the world was ever in a billion-year process of preparation, that for 
age after age it awaited man’s appearance. Genesis appears to move quickly and deliberately 
from God’s first words to the creation of man to the assigning of stewardship over all that had 
been created. The biblical writers seem to want us to understand that the world was created for 
man and that it had no purpose apart from man. A builder makes a home so a family can move 
into it; God makes a world so humanity have dominion over it. – Tim Challies, Evolution and a 
Universe as Young as Humanity   
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